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Read this manual carefully before use 
and keep it safe for future reference.

Warnings

- For outdoor use only.
- Never drink/ingest the contents of this lamp. If lamp oil is ingested, do not induce vomiting. 
 Seek immediate medical treatment.
- If children ingest or get lamp oil in the mouth it can lead to life threatening lung injuries. 
- Keep this oil lamp at a safe distance away from children, both during use and storage.
- Never allow children to light or extinguish the lamp. Only use by adults.
- Place the oil lamp at a safe distance away from any inflammable materials, walls or furniture.
- The oil lamp should be placed on a flat surface.
- Place the oil lamp so that it stands firm and securely in or on the ground/table.
- Do not place or apply the oil lamp in areas where human/animals, or any moving object 
 accidentally can get in contact or tip it over. 
- Only use oil intended for use in oil lamps. Other flammable liquids may carry risk of explosion.
- We recommend that you use good quality oil.
- Never use the oil lamp to ignite other items such as cigarettes or other oil lamps/torches.
- Be aware that open fire is extremely dangerous and use at own risk.
- The oil lamp can become very hot in use.
- Never leave a lit oil lamp unattended.
- When the oil lamp is lit please ensure that skin, hair or loose clothing are kept away from the flame.
- Never turn the oil lamp upside down.

Use

- The child safety opening requires you to press down and turn counterclockwise to unlock.
 Keep pushing down throughout the rotation until unlocked.
- Lock the wick chimney by pressing it down and turn clockwise until it is secure. Make sure it is  
 closed tightly. The wick’s height from the wick-holder should be limited to 10mm length.
- Do not remove the steel wire at the bottom of the wick as this is a safety feature. If removed it 
 would also be harder to get the wick into the oil container opening.
- Use a flame snuffer or blow out the flame carefully before filling the container with oil. If you are  
 unable to extinguish the flame, smother it by placing a soaked cloth over the flame chamber. 
- Do not touch the oil lamp directly after use or when lit as it may be very hot.
- Never fill oil while the oil lamp is lit nor when flame is just extinguished. Refilling must only be made  
 when the oil lamp is cooled down properly. 
- Store the oil lamp in the included waterproof bag to protect wick against rain and moisture when not  
 in use. If the wick is wet by water it can be difficult to ignite. The wick should be dry before the lamp  
 is ignited again.
- Fill the container with oil using the plastic funnel. Be careful not to overfill the container. Leave room  
 for the wick. We recommend to fill max. 0.7 liter. If the container does overflow, wipe the outside  
 clean before lighting the wick. Spilled oil outside the container creates a high fire risk and must be avoided.
- Use protective gloves when replacing the wick.

Tips

- The oil lamp (floor version only) can be used standing with the ground pin in the soil, or on the  
 ground/floor with floor base installed. Floor base is available through our retailers.
- Only use original Northern Lighting wicks. Spare wicks are available through our retailers. 
- Please be aware that the oil can cause discoloration to stone and wood surface and when refiling it. 
 Make sure that no excess oil drips from the container.
- We recommend you always place your oil lamp in a sheltered spot during periods of extreme rain,  
 cold, snow or high winds. 
- Do not leave Poppy in the sun when not in use.  
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Instructions for use Follow numbers in order to fill/refill your 

oil lamp (applies for all Poppy models). 
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Contact info
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Bygdøy allé 68

0265 Oslo, Norway

Phone: +47 40 00 70 37
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